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Back for another steamy, sexy ride, Brianna, Natalie, Tamar, and friends are scheming again.

Bringing you more drama, more secrets and new friends. See how it all unfolds from these

adulterated friends as the Na Na continues to control their cunning lives in episode 3. Tweet out

#TheIllestNana for episode premiere dates, news, contest, and moreFollow on Twitter @Tamika

Newhouse and @AnnaBlack72
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i love the concept of a book series, but in order for it to really be effective I think episodes should be

written enough in advance so there is not so much lag time between releases. because most people

are probably like me and read books all the time and are busy with life, so by the time the next

episode released I completely forgot the last one or the hype wore off. Since it is a series you want

to keep you audience captivated because these will be the ones who follow the series. If the

episodes cant come out sooner a intro recap of last episode would help refresh the memories also

give a new reader a clue. Just my thoughts but the book definitely has a lot going on and is juicy.



Again disappointed that the story did not continue for the full 82 pages. Only 65 pages devoted to

the storyline. Other pages peddling other books. I HATE WHEN THIS HAPPENS. Such a rip-off. In

this episode 3 all the f^ckbuddies are trying to get each other to leave his/her partner. Nate is

stringing along Claire while dipping into his sister-in-law. WOW!!! Can this thing get any worse. The

dominant/sub sexcapade with Natalie and Jeff was just stupid. And now there's another episode.

When will it end????

My, my the twist and turns were so good. I can see this movie playing right before my very eyes, it

has all the right ingredients; scandals, love, lust, deceit, treachery, baby mommas, and so much

more. My love/lust interest did not disappoint me once again he's the man with his brother fiance

(you will have to read for yourself to know his name). I'm enjoying the new character that was

introduced in book two, because "It's about to go Down! (in my Kevin Hart voice). Looking forward to

the next installment.To the gifted Authors:Keep sharing your gift with your loyal readers and God will

not only increase your success but take it to higher levels.

The plot continues to thicken in Episode 3!!! It's face paced drama, sex and treachery is just right for

an evening read! I was so shocked at the twist and turns that Newhouse and Black packed into this

3rd episode, I kept waiting for the calm but it con't to be even more scandalous and reckless. If you

haven't figured out who has 'The Illest Na Na'....well you'll have to read to find out! There's a new

chick on the scene and she may take the title!

A page turner this had all seven deadly sins it was truly a great read with all the lies deceit, twist and

turns. I really want to see who all gon come out on top if any of them waiting on part4

Of course it was a great book, enough drama to last you a lifetime lol. I loved how you were able to

see everybody's point of view and not just one person. I didn't like the length lol because I want

more..Now. really though it was a great read and had something of everything, drama,sex, surprises

and more. Great job ladies. I would definitely recommend this book.

I gave the book 5 stars because the drama is crazy. These friends are doing so much to each other

and they don't even know it. I thought this part was when everybody secrets were going to come out

however....Tamika and Anna had other plans. What I also love about this series is that it isn't to long



or to short.These ladies give you just enough to want the next episode..

Damn I'm really enjoying this series. Good reading and a page turner. However, I don't like the fact

the book pages are becoming shorter just for the customer to buy the next series. I mean, I've read

many series with at least 195 pages or more.
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